CUSTOMER SPOTLIGHT

Prevent Breast Cancer
“We now have a streamlined system in place and I
really feel like we’ve made such a big impact already.
The ease of use is just phenomenal!”
—Nikki Barraclough, Executive Director

Prevent Breast Cancer is the only UK charity focused entirely on the prediction and prevention of
breast cancer. Headquartered in Europe’s first purpose-built breast cancer prevention centre, they
are a national charity dedicated to funding world-renowned research projects.

Why did you decide to sign up to Online
Express?
“The Raiser’s Edge has been fantastic for us, but we knew that if we wanted
to step up our fundraising efforts even further, we would have to harness
the power of the internet. We’re a very small team, so whatever solution we
introduced would need to be simple, yet effective.”

Prevent Breast Cancer is
powered by

Online Express™
Raiser’s Edge NXT™

What impact has Online Express had on your
non-profit?
“Online Express has worked wonders for our website and internal processes.
We now have a versatile site that allows our users to interact with us more
freely – an invaluable tool that will contribute to the success of many of our
projects going forward. We’re really proud of our website now and it’s all
thanks to Online Express!”
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What is your favourite function of Online
Express?
The funcion that I like most is ebulletins. We now have a streamlined system
in place and I really feel like we’ve made such a big impact already. The
ease of use is just phenomenal - once you set up one mailer it’s so easy to
duplicate them. What’s more, because it’s interlinked with The Raiser’s Edge
we now have the capability to track who has opened and responded to which
emails. It will really help us target our future campaigns.”

Would you recommend Online Express?
“Absolutely! Right from the start, the key to us unlocking the power of our
website was to have a solution in place that was straightforward but valuable.
Blackbaud Online Express has most definitely delivered this!”

Find out more about how Online Express can help your
organsiation today.
Learn more
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“The key to us
unlocking the power
of our website was
to have a solution
in place that was
straightforward ut
valuable. Blackbaud
Online Express has
most definitely
delivered this!”
—Nikki Barraclough
Executive Directior

